FAST DEPLOYMENT OF V-LOCITY

"The V-locity application pushed out seamlessly. I deployed V-Locity to over 260 servers in less than 1 hour. I did the mass deploy this last weekend so we are still in the recovery stage cleaning up the mess Windows has left us. Our servers were a mess so they need a little time to get back on track.

"I had scheduled 8 hours for the rollout but found that I could push the application to all clients in much larger groups than anticipated. The resources used on the Host did not even raise any flags to our ESXi Team."

Randy Tipton, US Navy ECTR NAWCAD, Patuxent River, MD

“V-locity works great. It is easy to install and then it just runs. It keeps my Hyper-V virtual machines from fragmenting and I never have to worry about it. It is true “Set it and Forget it” software”

George Griffin, The National Republican Congressional Committee

“V-locity works well for servers and it is great to have specifically tailored software for VMware machines, thus has minimal impact, which is important for any VM infrastructure. In addition, the option of different install methods makes it easy to roll out in any environment.

“I really like the Host Agent for single location details. Rather than checking each machine, the ability to get an overview of your servers in one location is very convenient."

Darhyn Armstrong, Public School District #70, Alberta, Canada

“V-locity is a very valuable tool. I noticed improvement in response time working remotely on a VMware View desktop that was optimized using V-locity. I most enjoy maintaining the defragmented status of our virtual machines so as to decrease access times on machines with many guests running simultaneously.

“V-locity immediately went to work after installing it on our guest systems. Without touching the product, other than to view a ‘before’ image of the disk utilization, file access times and boot processes were improved within 24 hours and the changes were noticeable to end-users.

“My favorite feature is IntelliWrite: stop fragmentation before it occurs. This product is streamlined to work in a virtualized environment.”

Ken Linger, Senior VP of Technology, Synergy Solutions, Inc.